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The phenomenology of rare kaon decays is reviewed, with emphasis on tests of standard model flavordynamics.

1. INTRODUCTION

The physics of kaons has played a major role
in the development of particle physics. The con-
cept of strangeness, with its implications for the
quark model, the discovery of P and CP viola-
tion and the anticipation of charm and the GIM
mechanism have all emerged from the study of
K mesons. Today, rare decays of kaons continue
to be an active field of investigation. For several
topics of current interest kaon physics holds the

promise of providing important insights:

● Rare kaon decays probe the flavordynamics
of the standard model (SM), i.e. the physics
of quark masses and mixing. This part of
the theory is related to electroweak sym-
metry breaking, the sector of the standard

model that is least understood and contains
most of the free model parameters.

● The sensitivity of rare kaon phenomena, like

A’ – K mixing, to energies higher than the
kaon mass scale proved to be a very useful
source of information on the charm quark,
even before it was discovered [1]. In quite
the same spirit rare decays of K mesons
allow to probe the physics of top quarks.
Many of them are strongly sensitive to the
top quark mass and can yield results on
the CKM couplings Vtd and Vt., informa-
tion hardly accessible directly in top quark

decays.

● Among the most important current prob-

lems in high energy physics is the poorly

*Work supported by the Department of Energy under con-

tract DE-AC03-76SF’00515.

understood topic of CP violation. All of
the, very few, experimental facts known to
date about this fundamental asymmetry de-
rive from a handful of I<L decay modes

(KL + irir, ~iv, ir+~-y) and can so far be
all accommodated by a single complex param-
eter &K. More detailed insight into CP vio-
lation will be possible, for instance, by the
precision studies offered through measuring
theoretically clean rare K decays, such as
I<L + T’JVD.

● Beyond rare processes that are strongly

suppressed in the standard model, one may
search for decays that are entirely forbidden
within this framework and therefore partic-
ularly clear signals of new physics. Promis-

ing examples are lepton-family-number vio-
lating modes like I<L + pe. Experiments
are planned to probe the corresponding
branching ratios down to a level of N 10-12.

This accuracy may be translated into a sen-
sitivity to scales of new physics of a few
hundred TeV, although precise values are
model dependent. Sensitivity to such high
energy scales seems very difficult to attain
by any other method.

. Some rare and radiative decay modes of
K mesons (such as 1<+ + 7+1+1- or
I(L -+ T“yy) are dominated by long-
distance hadronic physics and therefore less
useful for the study of short-distance flavor-
dynamics. Still these cases are of consider-
able interest to test the low energy structure
of QCD as described within the framework
of chiral perturbation theory.
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Figure -1. Typical diagrams inducing rare K de-
cays in the standard model.

It is evident that the area of rare kaon de-

cays covers a rather wide range of important top-
ics. In the following talk we will concentrate
on those processes that are sensitive to short-
distance physics and probe the flavordynamics

sector of the standard model.
After this introduction we briefly describe, in
section 2, the necessary theoretical framework.
The decays 1<+ + T+vfi and l<L + m“vti form
the subject of section 3. Sections 4, 5 and 6
deal with I(L -+ r“e+e-, I(L + p+p- and
K+ + m+p+p-, respectively. A few further top-

ics (chiral perturbation theory, additional possi-
bilities to test CP violation, SM forbidden decays)
are briefly addressed in section 7. We conclude
with a summary in section 8.

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Loop-induced flavor-changing neutral current

(FCNC) processes, as they appear at higher or-
der in the standard electroweak theory, can give
rise to rare decays of K mesons (Fig. 1). The cal-
culation of decay rates and branching fractions is
based on the construction of low-energy effective
Hamiltonian using operator product expansion

(OPE) techniques. This method provides a sys-
tematic approximation to the full SM dynamics
and is appropriate if the typical scale of exter-
nal momenta is small compared to the mass scale

of heavy virtual particles (kfw, mt, mc) in the
loop. For K decays this condition is well satisfied.

Schematically the effective Hamiltonian take the
form

(1)

where VCKM denotes the appropriate CKM pa-

rameters, (2’Z the Wilson coefficients and Qi lo-
cal four-fermion operators. Generally the leading
terms in the OPE, represented by four-fermion
operators of lowest dimension (six), are suffi-
cient for all practical purposes. For the exam-
ple sketched in Fig. 1, the Qi typically have the
form (Sd)v-A (~j)v -A. The analysis of higher-
dimensional operators, corresponding to sublead-
ing contributions in the OPE, is discussed in [2].
The result of the formal OPE, eq. (l), has the in-
tuitive interpretation of an effective, Fermi-type
theory with the operators Qi playing the role

of interaction vertices and the coefficient func-
tions Ci representing the corresponding coupling
constants. Beyond being just a convenient ap-
proximation, the formalism based on (1) exhibits

a very crucial conceptual feature: It provides a
factorization of the full amplitude into a short-
distance part, described by the Wilson coeffi-
cients Ci, and a long-distance contribution, con-

tained in the hadronic matrix elements of local
operators Qi. The Ci comprise all the physics
at short distances (above the factorization scale

P x lGeV), in particular the dependence on
&fw, on heavy quark masses (mt, m.) and CKM
couplings (V~~, Vt8). This part is calculable in
perturbation theory, including the short-distance

QCD effects, which may require renormaliza-

tion group (RG) improvement if large logarithms
(e.g. ln(lfw/mC)) are present. All the non-
perturbative long-distance dynamics (below scale

p) is factored into the matrix elements of Qi be-
tween the given external states and can be treated
separately. In this manner the OPE helps to dis-
entangle the complicated interplay of strong and

weak interactions in FCNC decays.

Continuous progress in both theory and exper-
iment has lead to an improved understanding of

weak decays of hadrons. Simultaneously impor-
tant SM parameters are becoming increasingly
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better under control. One of the more recent
highlights is certainly the discovery of the top-
quark, which has a crucial impact on the field
of rare kaon processes. The top mass is already
quite accurately determined. The pole mass di-
rectly measured in experiment reads mt,PO/e =

(175 ~ 6) GeV [3], which translates into a running
MS mass fit(mt) s mt = (167* 6)GeV. The lat-
ter definition is the one used in FCNC processes,
where top appears as a virtual particle.
Further quantities important for analyzing rare
K decays are the CKM matrix elements Vcb
and IVUb/VC~1. From exclusive [4] and inclusive

[5,6] b + c transitions one can extract Vcb =
0.040*().()()3. The situation with lVvb/V.b Iis more
difficult and the uncertainty is still substantial,

\VUb/VCblE 0.08A ().()2. However the discovery
of B + (T, p)lv decays at CLEO [7] is encourag-

ing and should eventually allow improvements on
this issue.
During recent years progress has also been made
in computing the effective Hamiltonian for weak
decays. In leading order of RG improved pertur-
bation theory the leading logarithmic QCD ef-
fects of the form (a, ln(TfW/,u))n are taken into
account to all orders n = O, 1, 2, . . . in evaluat-
ing the Wilson coefficients Ci. This resumma-
tion is necessary due to the presence of large
logarithms ln(A4w /p), compensating the small-
ness of as, and these corrections are counted
as terms of 0(1). At the next-to-leading order
(NLO) the corrections of relative order O(a.)
(a~(a. ln(lWw/p))n) are consistently included.

These NLO calculations are by now available for
essentially all important rare and CP violating
processes.
Several quantitative as well as conceptual im-
provements are brought about by a full NLO anal-
ysis. First, going beyond the leading order re-
sult and including the relative O(CYS) correction
is necessary to assess the validity of the perturba-

tive approach. Furthermore, without a NLO cal-
culation a meaningful use of the scheme-specific

QCD scale Am is not possible, since the dis-
tinction between various schemes shows up only
at NLO. Likewise the ambiguity related to un-
physical renormalization scale (p) dependence,
a theoretical error owing to the truncation of the

perturbation series, can be reduced by including
higher order corrections. In some cases the phe-
nomenologically interesting top-quark mass de-

pendence is altogether a NLO effect and thus re-
quires the full NLO analysis to be included in an
entirely satisfactory way. This is the case, for ex-
ample, with KL + Z“ e+ e–. In other decays, like
K + Tvu, the ret-dependence appears already at
leading order. In this situation the NLO calcula-
tion is necessary for a meaningful distinction be-
tween various possible definitions of the top-quark
mass, which differ at ~(a~ ). As we have seen
above, the difference between the running mass
mt(mt) and the pole mass mt,pol~, for instance,

is about 8Ge V, a sizable amount that already ex-
ceeds the experimental error bmt N 6Ge V.

The subject of next-to-leading order QCD cor-
rections to weak decays has been reviewed in de-
tail in [8]. More information on this topic and

references may be found in this article.

3. THE RARE DECAYS K+ + T+vfi AND
K~ -+ irovfi

The decays K + nuu proceed through fla-
vor changing neutral current effects. These arise
in the standard model only at second (one-loop)
order in the electroweak interaction (Z-penguin
and W-box diagrams, Fig. 2) and are addi-

tionally GIM suppressed. The branching frac-
tions are thus very small, at the level of 10-10,
which makes these modes rather challenging to
detect. However, K + mvfi have long been known

to be reliably calculable, in contrast to most
other decay modes of interest. A measurement
of K+ + T+vti and KL + X“vti will therefore be
an extremely useful test of flavor physics. Over
the recent years important refinements have been
added to the theoretical treatment of K + ~vfi.

These have helped to precisely quantify the mean-
ing of the term ‘clean’ in this context and have re-
inforced the unique potential of these observable.

Let us briefly summarize the main aspects of why
K + mvti is theoretically so favorable and what
recent developments have contributed to empha-

size this point.

● First, K + mvfi is a semileptonic de-

cay. The relevant hadronic matrix elements
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Figure-2. Leading order electroweak diagrams

contributing to K + mvfi in the standard model.

(T[(&d)v-~ 11{) are just matrix elements of
a current operator between hadronic states,
which are already considerably simpler ob-
jects than the matrix elements of four-quark
operators encountered in many other ob-
servable (If — 1< mixing, c’/e). Moreover,
they are related to the matrix element

(7r”l(3u)”-Api-+) (2)

by isospin symmetry. The latter quantity
can be extracted from the well measured
leading semileptonic decay 1<+ + m“lv. Al-
though isospin is a fairly good symmetry, it
is still broken by the small difference be-
tween the masses of up- and down-quarks
and by electromagnetism. These sources of
isospin breaking manifest themselves in dif-
ferences of the neutral versus charged kaon

(and pion) masses (affecting phase space),
corrections to the isospin limit in the form-
factors and electromagnetic radiative ef-

fects. Marciano and Parsa [9] have analyzed
these corrections and found an overall re-
duction in the branching ratio by 10% for
K+ + T+vD and by 5.6$10for ~<L + ir”vti.

Long-distance contributions are systemati-
cally suppressed as O(A~CD /rn~ ) compared

to the charm contribution (which is part of
the short-distance amplitude). This feature
is related to the hard (N rn~) GIM suppres-
sion pattern exhibited by the Z-penguin and
W-box diagrams, and the absence of virtual
photon amplitudes. Long-distance contri-
butions have been examined quantitatively
[10-14] and shown to be indeed negligible
numerically (below x 5’%0of the charm am-
plitude).

The preceding discussion implies that
~< + ivvare short-distancedominated(by

top- and charm-loops in general). The rel-
evant short-distance QCD effects can be
treated in perturbation theory and have

been calculated at next-to-leading order
[15, 16]. This allowed to substantially re-
duce (for 1<+ ) or even practically eliminate . .
(~<L) the leading order scale ambiguities,
which are the dominant uncertainties in the
leading order result.

In Table 1 we have summarized some of the
main features of ~{+ + ~+vti and ~<L + ir”v~.

The neutral mode proceeds through CP vio-
lation in the standard model. This is due to
the definite CP properties of 1{0, ir” and the
hadronic transition current (Sd)v–A. The vio-
lation of CP symmetry in l{L + 7r0vu arises
through interference between 1<0 – 1<0 mixing
and the decay amplitude. This mechanism is
sometimes refered to as mixing-induced CP vi-
olation. By itself, it could a priori be attributed
to a superweak interaction. However, any dif-

ference in the magnitude of this mixing-induced
CP violation between two different ~<L decay
modes can not, and is therefore a signal of di-
rect CP violation. Now, the effect of mixing-
induced CP violation is already known for e.g.
l<L + m+ m-. In this case it can be measured by
~+_ = A(KL + T+ T-)/A(KS + T+T-) x SK,

which is of the order 0(10–3). By contrast,
qro”p = A(KL + TOVD)/A(KS + T“vfi) is of

0(1) in the SM, far larger than rI+_. Thus the
standard model decay ~~L + m“vfi is a signal of
almost pure direct CP violation, revealing an ef-
fect that can not be attributed to CP violation
in the K — 17 mass matrix alone (in which case
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Table 1
Compilation of important properties and results for K + mvfi

K+ + T+VD KL + 7r”vD

CP conserving CP violating

CKM Vtd ImVt~ Vtd - ~cp w q

contributions top and charm only top

scale uncert. (BR) *20% (LO) + *5% (NLO) *1O% (LO) + *1% (NLO)
BR (SM) (0.9 ● 0.3) 10-10 (2.8+ 1.7) 10-1’

exp. limit <2.4 10-9 BNL 787 [17] <5.8 .10-5 FNAL 799 [18]

n+– = %?o.li)
While already K+ --+ m+vu can be reliably calcu-
lated, the situation is even better for l{L + m“VD.

Since only the imaginary part of the amplitude
(in standard phase conventions) contributes, the
charm sector, in A’+ --+ r+ vfi the dominant
source of uncertainty, is completely negligible for

KL + To vu (O.1’%0effect on the branching ra-
tio). Long-distance contributions ( <0. 1%) and
also the indirect CP violation effect ( < l’?lo) are

likewise negligible. In summary, the total theo-
retical uncertainties, from perturbation theory in
the top sector and in the isospin breaking cor-

rections, are safely below 2 — 3’%0for B(KL +
To VD). This makes this decay mode truly unique
and very promising for phenomenological appli-
cations. (Note that the range given as the stan-
dard model prediction in Table 1 arises from our,
at present, limited knowledge of standard model
parameters (CKM), and not from intrinsic uncer-
tainties in calculating l?(KL + T“vfi)).

With a measurement of I?(K+ + ~+ VU)
and l?(KL + m“vfi) available, very interest-
ing phenomenological studies could be performed.
For instance, ll(K+ + m+v~) and B(KL +
r“vfi) together determine the unitarity trian-
gle (Wolfenstein parameters p and q) completely

(Fig. 3). The expected accuracy with *1O%
branching ratio measurements is comparable to
the one that can be achieved by CP violation
studies at B factories before the LHC era [19].
The quantity B(KL + T“VU) by itself offers pro,b-
ably the best precision in determining ImVt~ Vtd

or, equivalently, the Jarlskog parameter

t

ij = ~(1 – A2/2)

,--- K+
,/

///

(0:0) ~ = Q(1 – A72) (1,0)

Figure 3. Unitarity triangle from K + mvti.

The prospects here are even better than for 1?
physics at the LHC. As an example, let us as-
sume the following results will be available from
B physics experiments

sin 2a = 0.40+ 0.04

sin 2P = 0.70+ 0.02 (4)

Vcb = 0.040+ 0.002

The small errors quoted for sin 2CXand sin 2P from

CP violation in B decays require precision mea-
surements at the LHC. In the case of sin 2a we
have to assume in addition that the theoretical
problem of ‘penguin-contamination’ can be re-
solved. These results would then imply Im~t =
(1.37 ~ 0.14) 10-4. On the other hand, a *1O%
measurement B(KL --+ T“vti) = (3. OAO.3). 10–11
together with rnt(mt) = (170 ~ 3) GeV would
give ImAt = (1.37 t 0.07) ~ 10-4. If we are
optimistic and take B(KL + T“vfi) = (3.0 +
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0.15) 10-11, rnt(rnt) = (170 t I)GeV, we get
ImAt = (1.37 * 0.04) .10-4, a truly remarkable
accuracy. The prospects for precision tests of the
standard model flavor sector will be correspond-
ingly good.

The charged mode K+ + m+vti is being cur-
rently pursued by Brookhaven experiment E787.
The latest published result [17] gives an upper
limit which is about a factor 25 above the stan-
dard model range. Several improvements have
been implemented since then and the SM sensi-
tivity is expected to be reached in the near future
[20]. For details see also [21]. Recently an experi-
ment has been proposed to measure K+ + r+ vti
at the -Fermilab Main Injector [22]. Concerning
l{L + ~“vti, a proposal exists at Brookhaven
(BNL E926) to measure this decay at the AGS
with a sensitivity of 0( 10– 12) [20]. There are

furthermore plans to pursue this mode with com-
parable sensitivity at Fermilab [23] and KEK
[24,25]. It will be very exciting to follow the devel-
opment and outcome of these ambitious projects.

4. KL * ~Oe+e–

This decay mode has obvious similarities with
KL + T“vfi and the apparent experimental ad-
vantage of charged leptons, rather than neutri-

nos, in the final state. However there are a num-
ber of quite serious difficulties associated with
this very fact. Unlike neutrinos the electron cou-
ples to photons. As a consequence the ampli-
tude, which was essentially purely short-distance

in KL + m“vfi, becomes sensitive to poorly calcu-
lable long-distance physics (photon penguin). Si-
multaneously the importance of indirect CP vio-
lation (- e) is strongly enhanced and furthermore
a long-distance dominated, CP conserving ampli-
tude with two-photon intermediate state can con-
tribute significantly. Treating KL + T“e+ e- the-
oretically one is thus faced with the need to dis-

entangle three different contributions of roughly
the same order of magnitude.

● Direct CP violation: This part is short-
distance in character, theo~etically clean
and has been analyzed at next-to-leading
order in QCD [26]. Taken by itself this
mechanism lead; within the standard model

to a I(L + n“e+e– branching ratio of

(4.5 A 2.6). 10-12.

Indirect CP violation: This amplitude
is determined through w s . A(K.s +
7r0e+e-). The KS amplitude is domi-
nated by long-distance physics and has been
investigated in chiral perturbation theory
[27-29]. Due to unknown counterterms
that enter this analysis a reliable predic-
tion is not possible at present. The situ-
ation would improve with a measurement
of B(KS + ~“e+e– ), which could be-
come possible at DA@ NE. Present day esti-
mates for ~(KL + r“e+e– ) due to indirect

CP violation alone give typically values of
(1-5).10-”.

The CP conserving two-photon contribu-
tion is again long-distance dominated. It

. .

has been analyzed by various authors [29-

31]. The estimates are typically a few
10-12. Improvements in this sector might

be possible by further studying the related
decay J{L + m“y~ whose branching ratio
has already been measured to be (1.7 ~0.3).
10-6.

Originally it had been hoped for that the direct
CP violating contribution is dominant. Unfortu-
nately this could so far not be unambiguously es-
tablished and requires further study.
Besides the theoretical problems, ~<L + rOe+e-
is also very hard from an experimental point
of view. The expected branching ratio is even

smaller than for KL + To vfi. Furthermore a
serious irreducible physics background from the
radiative mode I(L + efe– y~ has been identi-
fied, which poses additional difficulties [32]. A

background subtraction seems necessary, which is
possible with enough events. Additional informa-
tion could in principle also be gained by studying
the electron energy asymmetry [29,3 1] or the time
evolution [29 ,33 ,34].

5. I(L -+ p+p-

~<L + p+p- receives a short-distance contri-
bution from Z-penguin and W-box graphs simi-
larly to K + Tvfi. This part of the amplitude
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Figure 4. Long-distance contribution to ~<L +
pyp– from the two-photon intermediate state.

is sensitive to the Wolfenstein parameter e. In
addition ~{L + p+,u– proceeds through a long-
distance contribution with two-photon interme-
diate state, which actually dominates the decay
completely (Fig. 4). The long-distance amplitude
consists of a dispersive (Adi$ ) and an absorptive
contribution (Aab$ ). The branching fraction can
thus be written

l?(KL + /J+/J-) = [ASD + Adaslz + lAab.12 (5)

Using l?(l<L + y~) it is possible to extract
[Aab$12 = (6.8*0.3) 10-9 [32]. Adi, on the other
hand can not be calculated accurately at present
and the estimates are strongly model dependent

[35-39]. This is rather unfortunate, in particular
since ~(~{L + p+p– ), unlike most other rare de-
cays, has already been measured, and this with
very good precision

~(KL + ~+~-) = (6)

{

(6.9* 0.4) ~10-’ BNL 791 [40]
(7.9* 0.7) 10-’ KEK 137 [41]

For comparison we note that ~(~<L +

P+ P–)SD = (1.3 * 0.6) 10–9 is the expected
branching ratio in the standard model based on
the short-distance contribution alone. Due to the
fact that Adi, is largely unknown, l{L + p+p– is
at present not a very useful constraint on CKM
parameters. Some improvement of the situa-

tion might be expected from measuring the de-
cay ~{L + p+p–e+e–, which could lead to a
better understanding of the ~<L + -y”y“ vertex.
First results obtained at Fermilab (E799) give
~(~<L + ,u+p-e+e-) = (2.9~~:~) ~10-9.

6. K+ ~ T+p+p–

The rare decay A’+ + m+p+p- has recently
been measured at Brookhaven (BNL 787) with a
branching ratio [42]

B(l<+ + m+p+p-) = (5.0~ 0.4 ~ 0.6) 10-s (7)

This compares well with the estimate from chi-

ral perturbation theory B(l<+ + ~+ptP- ) =
(6.2~~:~) 10-s [43]. The branching ratio is com-
pletely determined by the long-distance contribu-
tion arising from the one-photon exchange ampli-
tude. A short-distance amplitude from Z-penguin

and W-box diagrams (similar to Fig. 1) also ex-
ists, but is smaller than the long-distance part by
three orders of magnitude and does therefore not

play any role in the total rate. However, while
the muon pair couples via a vector current (jip)v
in the photon amplitude, the electroweak short-
distance mechanism also contains an axial vec-
tor piece (~P)A. The interference term between
these contributions is odd under parity and gives
rise to a parity-violating longitudinal p+ polar-
ization, which can be observed as an asymmetry
ALR = (rR – rL)/(rR t rL) [44-47]. rR(L) de-
notes the rate of producing a right- (left-) handed
p+ in 1{+ + m+p+p– decay. The effect occurs

for a p- instead of p+ as well, but the polariza-
tion measurement is much harder in this case.
ALR is sensitive to the Wolfenstein parame-
ter e. It is a cleaner observable than l<L +
~+p-, although some contamination through

long-distance contributions can not be excluded
[45]. At any rate, AL~ will be an interesting ob-
servable to study if a sensitive polarization mea-
surement becomes feasible. The standard model
expect ation is typically around ALR N O.5~o.

7. FURTHER TOPICS

7.1. Tests of chiral perturbation theory

Chiral perturbation theory provides a system-
atic framework to treat the strong interactions of
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kaons and pions at low energies. Long-distance
dominated rare and radiative kaon decays, such
as I<s + y~, l<L + ~“~~, 1{+ + m+yy or

~<+ + m+i+ 1-, offer ample testing ground for
this approach. These studies are interesting and
important in their own right and may also be
helpful for the extraction of short-distance effects.
An example of the latter case is the muon polar-
ization asymmetry ALR in K+ + ~+p+p– dis-
cussed in the previous section.
The application of chiral perturbation theory to
rare K decays has been most recently reviewed
in [43,48], where further references can be found.

Other useful accounts of this subject, including
experimental tests are given in [32,49].

7.2. CP Violation
In addition to the more commonlydiscussed

observable of CP violation in K decays,like z
[50],&’/&[51]or ~{L + m“vfi,other options for
probingthe CP asymmetryof naturein rarekaon
processeshave been proposed in the literature.
For instance,any differencebetween the decay
rates of 1<+ + m+-yyand 1<– ~ ~–y~ would
signal direct CP violation. The sameappliesto
1<++ r+e+e- and 1{- -+ ir-e+e-. Although a
theoretical treatment of these long-distance dom-
inated modes is not easy, observation of a clear

CP violating effect would certainly be very inter-
esting.
Another example is the longitudinal p+ polariza-
tion in ~<L + ,u+p–, which violates CP. The stan-
dard model prediction is rather reliable in this
CaSe and One eXpeCtS (rR – r~)/(rR + rL) N

2 .10-3 [52].
More information on these topics may be found
in the review articles [32,49,53].

7.3. SM forbidden decays
As mentioned in the introduction, lepton fla-

vor violating decays of kaons can serve as sen-
sitive, albeit indirect, probes of very high energy
scales [32,49]. The current situation may be char-
acterized by the following limits on branching ra-

tios that have been established in experiments at
Brookhaven and Fermilab [54]:

~(~<L + Pe) < 3.3.10-11 BNL 791

l?(l<+ + ~+p+e-) < 2.1.10-10 BNL 777

I?(I<L + mope) < 3.2 .10-9 FNAL 799

(8)

Forbidden in the standard model, those decays
could be induced in extensions that violate lep-
ton flavor. The above branching ratios would
then behave typically as BR - l/M$, where AIx
is the mass of an exotic heavy boson mediating
the interaction at tree level. Improvements of
the experiments mentioned before aim to reach
a sensitivityy in the branching ratios of - 10– 12.
This corresponds to typically lMx w 100TeV,
which, although somewhat model dependent, is

still quite an impressive figure. The window

on such extremely short distances thus provided
makes this class of decays certainly worth pursu-
ing.

8. SUMMARY

The field of rare kaon decays offers a broad
range of interesting topics, ranging from chiral
perturbation theory, over standard model flavor

dynamics to exotic phenomena, thereby covering
scales from AQCD to the weak scale (Tfw, mt )

and beyond to maybe several hundred TeV. In
the present talk we have focussed on the flavor
physics of the standard model and those processes

that can be used to test it. Several promising
examples of short-distance sensitive decay modes
exist, whose experimental study will provide im-

portant clues on flavordynamics. On the theoret-
ical side, progress has been achieved over recent
years in the calculation of effective Hamiltonians,
which by now include the complete NLO QCD

effects in essentially all cases of practical inter-
est. The current status of four particularly impor-
tant decay modes, ~<L + p+~–, ~{L + T“e+e–,

~<+ + r+vu and ~<L + m“uti, is briefly sum-
marized in Table 2. The SM predictions for
the branching ratios are determined by the usual
analysis that fits the CKM phase 6 from the ex-
perimental value of the kaon CP violation param-

eter c, and requires m,, Vcb, lVub/VcbI and the
kaon bag parameter BK as main input. The SM
numbers in Table 2 are from ref. [55] and use
fit(rnt) = (167 ~ 6)Ge V, Vcb = 0.040 ~ 0.003,

lVub/V,* I = 0.08A 0.02 and (for the RG invari-



Table 2
Summary of present status of selected rare kaon decays.

~{L + P+P- I<L -+ #e+e- K+ +7’r+u6 & e ~“~fi

theoret. status ——

BR (SM) (1.3 ~ 0.6) 10-’ (4.5 ~ 2+6; ~10-’2 (0.9 + O*;. 10-’0 (2.8+ :; 10-’1
(SD) (dir. CPV)

BR (exp) (7.2 ● 0.5) ~10-’ <4.3. 10–9 <2.4 .10-9 <5.8 .10-5

ant bag parameter) BK = 0.75 + 0.15. For

J{L + p+p– the branching ratio prediction refers
only to the short-distance part, for ~fL + r“e+ e–

only to the contribution from direct CP violation.
The decay ~L + p+ p- is already measured quite
accurately; unfortunately a quantitative use of
this result for the determination of CKM param-
eters is strongly limited by large hadronic uncer-
tainties. For ~<L + T“e+ e– there are some theo-
retical and experimental difficulties, but improve-
ments might be possible. The situation looks very
bright for K + Tvti. The charged mode is experi-
mentally already ‘around the corner’ and its very
clean status promises useful results on Vtd. Fi-
nally the decay ~<L + Z“vti is a particular high-
light in this field. It could serve e.g. as the ideal
measure of the Jarlskog parameter Jcp. Mea-
suring the branching ratio is a real experimental
challenge, but definitely worth the effort.

It is to be expected that rare kaon decay phe-
nomena will in the future continue to contribute
substantially to our understanding of the funda-
mental interactions and it is quite conceivable
that exciting surprizes await us along the way.
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